Decoys and dilution: the impact of incompetent hosts on prevalence of Chagas disease
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Biodiversity is often cited as reducing risk of vector-borne zoonoses. This study focuses on the effect of biodiversity in a domestic or peri-domestic setting, specifically on the role of decoy hosts (additional hosts distracting vectors from their focal host) in reducing vector-borne disease in humans. We consider the specific case of Chagas disease to observe the impact of the proximity of chickens, which are incompetent hosts for the parasite but serve as a preferred food source for vectors. We consider three cases as the distance between the two host populations varies: short (when farmers bring chickens inside the home to protect them from predators), intermediate (close enough for vectors with one host to detect the presence of the other host type), and far (separate enclosed buildings such as a home and hen-house). Our analysis shows that the presence of chickens reduces parasite prevalence in humans only at an intermediate distance and under the condition that the vector birth rate associated with chickens falls below a threshold value, which is relative to the vector birth rate associated with humans and inversely proportional to the infection rate among humans.
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